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Expeditionary Fleet Supply Chain Program

The Expeditionary Fleet Supply Chain Program was developed by Ketsurui-Motoyoshi Katsuko with
support from Star Army Logistics in YE 41. The program will provide suggestions to Star Army Logistics
for a large scale improvement to the supply chain protocols and assets currently utilized in the Star Army
of Yamatai. The program was designed to be implemented in the First Expeditionary Fleet and if
successful and approval would become the standard for the Expeditionary Fleets.

XFSC Program Overall Objectives

The war with the Interstellar Kingdom Of Kuvexia has applied pressure on Star Army Logistics. The war is
expected to increase the distance and duration of deployment, as well as increase actual combat time,
which may compromise fleet resupply and integrated fabrication strategies.

The XFSC Program will:

produce new logistic ship classes and equipment. (farming, factory, etc)
repurpose existing equipment.
help modernize the logistics protocols of the Star Army of Yamatai.

The program satisfy the Expeditionary Fleet Mission Profile through the testing and implementation of
new technologies.

XFSC Headquarters

Headquarters for the new XFSC would be based on Gemini Star Fortress.
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Oversight and Reporting

The program's originator, Ketsurui-Motoyoshi Katsuko, will oversee the early stages of the program
reporting to Star Army Logistics and Ketsurui Yui, if adoption of improvements extend beyond the First
Expeditionary Fleet, oversight will be managed by Star Army Logistics.

In Development Assets and Strategies

TBA
TBA
TBA

Completed Assets and Strategies

TBA
TBA
TBA

OOC Notes

Andrew created this article on 2019/04/16 14:56.

� This article is a work-in-progress. Is it not currently approved.
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